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Summary of key points 

The National Housing Federation is pleased to respond to MHCLG’s call for evidence on ‘Good 

practice on how residents and landlords/building managers work together to keep their home and 

building safe.’  

In this submission we have compiled case studies and experiences from a variety of housing 

associations covering best practice on resident engagement that already exists in the sector, how 

housing associations have adapted and improved their approaches since the Grenfell Tower fire, and 

views on the support the sector needs from the Government. Our key findings include: 

 Housing associations have made safety information available on their websites, in resident 

packs and within buildings for many years. 

 Since the Grenfell Tower fire, the sector has been working to make its engagement with 

residents on safety even more effective. 

 Housing associations have used a variety of traditional and innovative approaches to reach 

residents with the information they need, acknowledging that a one size fits all approach 

doesn’t work. 

 Residents have been encouraged to join scrutiny and consultation panels to shape housing 

association communication and engagement directly. 

 Access to properties to carry out essential safety works remains a significant barrier to 

keeping whole buildings safe for housing associations. Rights of access, enshrined in 

legislations, are needed to tackle this problem. 

 A national, government-led fire safety campaign would help to reinforce and enhance housing 

associations’ efforts to engage with residents on safety. 
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1. Introduction 

The National Housing Federation is the representative body for housing associations in England. Our 

members provide over two and a half million homes for six million people, as well as providing vital 

care, support and community services. Housing associations are independent, not-for-profit 

organisations driven by their social purpose – for a country where everyone can live in a good quality 

home they can afford. 

Housing associations’ first priority is providing safe and secure homes for their residents. The fire at 

Grenfell Tower touched the sector profoundly. As well as those organisations that are working 

tirelessly to fix building safety issues uncovered since the tragedy, the whole sector is considering its 

role and responsibilities in ensuring that an event like Grenfell can never happen again. 

Our members are vastly experienced in different models of resident involvement and engagement, 

covering a range of services and community issues. But they are not complacent, and they 

understand more can be done to foster an open, honest and collaborative approach to engaging with 

residents on safety.   

We believe the fire at Grenfell Tower must act as a catalyst for transformative change across 

construction and building management. Housing associations are committed to working with 

residents, the Government and industry partners to support meaningful and long-term change in the 

safety and quality of their buildings.  

2. Supporting residents to stay safe in their homes 

Housing associations have always recognised and appreciated the need to provide residents with 

essential building safety information, clear means of raising safety concerns, and opportunities for 

open conversations about how they can work together to keep homes and buildings safe.   

Prior to the fire at Grenfell Tower, the vast majority of housing associations published key documents, 

advice and contact numbers covering key building safety issues in resident packs and on their 

websites. However, following the tragedy, housing associations – both those organisations that own 

high-rise blocks and those that do not – understand the need to do more to keep their residents and 

buildings safe. 

The immediate response following the Grenfell Tower fire 

In the days and weeks following the fire, housing associations were quick to reach out to residents to 

reassure them of the safety measures in place in their buildings, remind them of what to do in the 

event of a fire, and to clarify who they should contact with any concerns. These messages were 

delivered online, through door drops and in face-to-face meetings.  

In blocks where ACM cladding was discovered, residents were kept updated on the interim measures 

that were put in place to keep them safe and progress towards remediating the high-risk materials. 

Importantly, residents were informed about how any of these works and interim measures might 

change how they need to react to a fire.   
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Case study: Communicating urgent building safety information quickly 

 

(Salix Homes, 8,000 homes in Salford) 

Following the Grenfell Tower fire, Salix Homes identified eight of their tower blocks as having ACM 

cladding. As well as working to remediate the external wall materials, Salix assessed the safety of 

all their tall buildings and worked with Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service to put new fire 

safety measures in place. This included installing a new state-of-the-art alarm system in each 

building, which changed the evacuation policies for the buildings.  

To communicate these changes to residents, Salix Homes knocked on the door of each home to 

talk residents through how they should respond if they should hear the fire alarm. Residents were 

then provided with a ‘high-rise living home safety booklet’ (see Annex A). 

Should a resident not answer the door, a ‘sorry we missed you card’ was posted through the 

letterbox to rearrange the conversation for another time. Residents who preferred not to have a 

face-to-face conversation were sent the safety booklet through the post along with a short 

questionnaire (see Annex B) asking about any support they or a family member might need to 

evacuate the building. 

New ways of working following the Grenfell Tower fire and in response to the Hackitt Review 

The immediate response from the sector to the fire at Grenfell Tower was rapid and thorough, but our 

members recognise that improvements to engagement and information sharing on building safety 

needs to be embedded for the long term. Importantly, the sector supported the resident voice 

recommendations in Building a Safer Future: Final Report, and have already begun to implement new 

approaches to sharing key safety information with residents.  

One nationwide housing association has created an online portal through which residents can 

download the fire risk assessments (FRAs) for their buildings. Alongside this digital tool, the housing 

association has produced guidance to help residents understand the technical language used in 

FRAs. Meanwhile, other associations have looked at how they consolidate key information from FRAs 

into a shorter, more accessible format. 

Case study: Communicating FRA information 

 

(Hyde Housing, 36,000 homes in London and the South East) 

Hyde conducted the highest level of FRAs (level 4) on each of their tall buildings. Residents can 

request to see the report in full, but Hyde has also translated each document into a quick-read 

online format, which explains the significant findings from the FRA surveys and the actions that 

Hyde will take to remediate these fire safety concerns. 

A number of housing associations have also been considering the Hackitt Review recommendation 

for new building safety managers to be employed to keep high-rise buildings safe and act as a single 

point of contact for residents with safety concerns. It will take some time, working with industry, fire 

safety experts and the Government to understand all of the technical competencies such a role would 

https://www.hyde-housing.co.uk/firesafety-beckett/
https://www.hyde-housing.co.uk/firesafety-beckett/
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require. However, some housing associations have started to make significant progress on the 

resident engagement aspect of the building safety manager role. 

Case studies: Clear routes of contact for residents 

(Trafford Housing Trust, 9000 homes in Greater Manchester) 

Trafford Housing Trust has created a single point of contact (SPOC) officer to support residents 

living in tall buildings with any safety concerns. By building close relationships with residents, the 

SPOC officer has been able to create a stronger culture of trust between residents and the housing 

association, and improve access rates to homes to redress major safety concerns. 

(Great Place Housing Group, 19,000 homes in the North West and Yorkshire) 

Similarly, Great Places Housing Group has recognised the importance of residents having a named 

individual for residents to get in contact with if they think their safety in their buildings is 

compromised. That is why Great Places has produced a poster (see Annex C) which is displayed in 

each block with the name, photograph and contact details for the person they should call to raise 

any fire safety concerns. The poster also includes important information about what residents 

should do in the event of a fire. 

(Colne Housing, 3,000 homes in East Anglia) 

These kinds of approaches are not limited to medium or larger housing association with tall 

buildings. Colne Housing, which specialises in enabling independent living, encourages residents to 

contact the organisation’s chief executive directly with major safety concerns. This is promoted 

through Colne’s newsletters, on their website and on social media. 

3. Working together with residents to improve building safety 

The quality, accessibility and frequency of the information residents receive is hugely important, but 

housing associations also understand that working in partnership with residents to create safe 

buildings and communicate key safety measures is key to successful engagement. 

Tailoring engagement to meet residents’ needs 

A number of the housing associations who have helped to develop the Federation’s response to this 

call for evidence used surveys and interviews with residents to understand more about what makes 

them feel safe in their homes, what kind of information they want to receive, and how they want to 

receive it. In some instances, these consultation processes were led by residents themselves.  

Case study: Adapting approaches to reach different audiences 

(Wrekin Housing Trust, 12,000 homes in the West Midlands) 

Wrekin Housing Trust have reflected on how a one size fits all approach doesn’t work. They found 

that coffee mornings in their extra care schemes are popular and well received. Whereas tenants 

and leaseholder in general needs flat, many of whom are working, are less interested in face-to-face 

meetings but prefer information to be dropped to their doors. 
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(Clarion Housing Group, 125,000 homes nationwide) 

Clarion held web-based chats via its online portal for residents where they were carrying out 

extensive internal and external fire remedial works or temporarily moving residents out of their 

homes. Residents were able to speak to fire safety managers on a private forum who could answer 

questions residents had about the remedial works Clarion were doing in their block. This gave 

Clarion the opportunity to explain the reason why the works were needed.   

 

Our members have also noted that whether residents want the information digitally, verbally or in 

hardcopy, there are some recurring themes to what residents want to know: 

 what landlords are doing to keep them safe 

 how safety works in their particular buildings 

 what residents themselves can do to keep themselves safe 

 what information landlords hold on property health and safety and how they can request to see 

that information in an accessible format. 

Safety led by residents 

Alongside consultations, many of our members have resident engagement panels and scrutiny 

boards who have been asked to consider safety issues on an ongoing basis. Some of these groups 

were set up after the Grenfell Tower fire and are focused on living in high-rise accommodation, while 

others are long-established forums that have taken a greater level of interest in health and safety 

issues since June 2017. 

Case study: Residents at the heart of shaping information 

 

(Optivo, 44,000 homes in London, the South East and the Midlands) 

Optivo’s Scrutiny Panel comprised of nine residents who audit key areas of the organisation’s work. 

They report into a larger Resident Strategy Group who decided to review Optivo’s fire safety 

communication in high-rise and complex buildings. The panel carried out a range of research as 

part of the process: 

 familiarising themselves with the current Fire Safety Management Plan 

 learning about the FRA process, shadowing surveyors as they undertook FRAs, and reviewing a 

completed FRA 

 looking at what information was available on other housing association websites, reviewing their 

use of social media and the information they provided in leaflets 

 considering the recommendations of the Hackitt Report 

 reviewing the Rule 43 letter to Southwark Council, following the Lakanal House fire 

 focus groups, with residents from extra care, sheltered, general needs and shared ownership 

housing 

 telephone surveys 
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 site visits 

 interviews with senior staff. 

The panel found some good practice and some areas for improvement. Their report makes 12 key 

recommendations focused on areas such as communication to residents about their responsibilities, 

and how fire risk assessment information is made available to residents. Optivo’s Executive Team 

will now develop an action plan for these recommendations and have to report back how the work 

will be taken forward by the end of February 2019. 

Other housing associations have spoken to us about residents very much leading the way on 

supporting their neighbours and communities to engage with their landlords effectively on safety 

issues.  

Case study: Resident-led initiative 

 

(Together Housing, 38,000 homes in Yorkshire and Lancashire) 

Justin Appleyard, a very active member of his Tenants’ Association and Committee Secretary, was 

horrified by the fire at Grenfell Tower and wanted to make sure it couldn’t happen where he lives – a 

17 floor block of flats in Halifax owned and managed by Together Housing. Following a successful 

coffee morning on safety matters organised by Justin with support from Together Housing, Justin 

set up TRIO, which stands for ‘The Responsibility Is Ours’. 

One of the main objectives of TRIO is to empower people – to make residents more aware of how 

they can keep themselves and their neighbours safe. TRIO is about taking responsibility – not just 

walking past a problem – and alerting the relevant person about the problem.  

Together Housing had several meetings with Justin about how they could support him, and he was 

invited to join Together Housing’s Fire Safety Policy and Procedure Group. This comprises staff 

members from different departments who can answer questions and make decisions related to fire 

safety.  

(L&Q, 95,000 homes across London and the South East) 

L&Q Resident Estate Champions requested building safety awareness training to play a greater 

active role in identifying and responding to hazards on behalf of all residents in the building, but also 

to empower them to approach other residents directly to address any building safety concerns. 

On top of all these innovations, we know of a number of housing associations who invite residents to 

sit on procurement panels for large service contracts, including those relating to construction, 

refurbishment, maintenance and health and safety. This allows residents to question service providers 

about their credentials and approaches to safety and engagement.  

4. Barriers and enablers to keeping homes and buildings safe 

As mentioned above, housing associations know that empowered and engaged residents play a 

crucial role in keeping themselves and their neighbours safe, particularly in high-rise and complex 

buildings. Central to this is clear and accessible information, not just about key safety features within 
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a building, how to respond to emergencies and who to contact about safety concerns, but also about 

residents’ duties to live responsibly within a building. 

Access for vital safety works 

Many housing associations have expressed concerns to us that problems in accessing both tenanted 

and leaseholder properties to carry out inspections on or repair key building safety features within a 

property can present a significant barrier to keeping a whole building safe. This is particularly 

problematic given the new duties and responsibilities that are likely to be placed on owners of high-

rise residential and complex buildings through the implementation of the Hackitt Review. 

One housing association based in the North West told us that they currently struggle to gain access to 

14.66% of their rented properties to carry out essential safety works even where tenancy agreements 

include clauses on a landlord’s right to enter a property for such purposes. In these instances, the 

landlord is forced to use legal proceedings to gain access, which delays works by two months and 

costs an average of £1,320 per case. For leasehold property, where access might not be a provision 

of the lease, the situation can be far worse. 

Recommendation 

To overcome this problem, the Federation wants to see new dutyholder responsibilities balanced 

with rights of access that are enshrined in legislation. This right should be limited to tightly defined 

issues related to landlords’ duties with regard to the safety of the building as a whole, i.e. breaches 

of compartmentation, gas safety checks and repairs to essential safety equipment such as 

sprinklers. Access rights should not be conferred for how residents live and behave within a 

property. 

The landlord should be required to serve reasonable notice when access is in respect of duties 

concerning the safety of the building. A legal resolution for access issues should continue to be 

available, but this should be quick and straightforward, focusing only on whether due process has 

been followed. The court order should also authorise the landlord to force entry – it should not be 

necessary to get a warrant for bailiffs, which add further delays. 

 

Fire safety as a national effort 

Housing associations that helped us to develop this response were all too aware of the limitations of 

some of their engagement methods and knowing whether their interventions are having an impact. 

Resident surveys and spot checks of communal areas can be helpful to understand whether key 

safety measure are being heard, but members continue to grapple with how best to measure their 

efforts. 

Recommendation 

The Federation and our members want to see their fire safety messages backed up by a national, 

government-led campaign targeted a keeping people safe from fire in their homes.   
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5. A sector commitment to a new relationship with tenants 

Delivering great landlord services and properly engaging residents is at the heart of the housing 

association mission. Housing associations work hard to create a positive relationship with their 

tenants and residents – alongside providing safe, decent and affordable homes – and there are many 

great examples of how housing associations have shaped their organisations around the needs and 

views of the people they house.   

Recently, housing associations have faced some questions about their relationship with tenants and 

residents. We have been leading a national conversation with our members, tenants and tenant 

organisations to look at the changes we can make to create stronger, more balanced relationships 

with the people we house. 

Our aim is to ensure that housing associations are as accountable as possible to their tenants and 

residents. We are developing a sector-wide approach, Together With Tenants, which will: 

 introduce new expectations at board level 

 set out clear commitments for tenants and residents 

 give tenants and residents a louder voice, a stronger role in scrutiny, more influence locally 

and nationally, and provide a clear link to regulation.  

6. Contacts 

For further information, please contact: 

Amy Simmons                           

Head of Policy 

Amy.Simmons@housing.org.uk 

020 7067 1078 

Lucy Grove 

Grenfell Programme Lead 

Lucy.Grove@housing.org.uk  

020 7067 1067 

mailto:Amy.Simmons@housing.org.uk
mailto:Lucy.Grove@housing.org.uk


 

 

 

1. Annex A – High-rise living home safety booklet 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KEEPING SAFE IN YOUR FLAT



Living in a high rise block doesn’t mean you are any  
more at risk from fire, but it does mean you need to consider 
your fire safety and the impact a fire in your  
home could have on other residents.

It is important for your own safety, to understand  
what to do in the event of a fire, whether it’s in  
your flat or somewhere else in the building.

Did you know? 

Like most high rise flats, ours are built to delay  
the spread of fire for up to an hour.

LIVING THE HIGH LIFE 



BUILT WITH YOUR 
SAFETY IN MIND

Your building has been designed and built with fire safety in mind.

Fire alarm system 

Your block is fitted with a new state-of-the-art fire alarm system, 
approved by Greater Manchester Fire and Resue Service. 

The alarm sends an urgent alert to the fire service via our monitoring 
system which immediately dispatch a fire crew. 

Lift access

Never use the lift when evacuating the building.  
The fire may cause a power failure, trapping you inside.

Emergency access

Never block emergency access to your building or dry riser.  
The fire service need to get as close as possible to the entrance.



WHAT TO DO IF THERE IS A FIRE...

Leave your flat  
and close the door

Never use the liftUse the stairs

1. When the fire alarm activates it will send 
an urgent alert to the fire service who will 
immediately send fire crews to the block.

2. A communal alarm will let you know there 
is a fire and that you need to evacuate.

If you hear the alarm or you see smoke, 
alert everyone in your flat and leave 
together.

3. Go to the assembly point.

IF YOU HEAR AN ALARM YOU MUST EVACUATE 



WHAT TO DO IF THERE IS A FIRE...

If you are elderly or disabled and unable to exit the building unassisted, please 
contact us and we will work with you and the fire service to develop a personal 
plan, which meets your needs.

4. If your exit route is unsafe due to smoke, 
return to your flat, close the door and put 
a wet towel or bedding at the base of the 
door. 

Go to a room with an open window and 
call 999.

Do you need help evacuating?

999



Following the tragic events at Grenfell Tower in 
2017, we have made a commitment to raise 
the bar of fire safety and establish a new 
standard across our blocks.

You can be assured that your block has:

 » State-of-the-art fire alarm systems 

 » A dedicated property safety officer checking 
 your block every week  

 » 24 hour CCTV monitoring from our 1st 
 Response control room

 » An up-to-date Fire Risk Assessment 

 » A fire safety procedure approved by Greater 
 Manchester Fire and Rescue Service

 » The opportunity to join our High Rise Living 
 Forum 
 



 » Smoke alarms have been fitted to all flats 

 » Test them once a week

 » Never take the batteries out

 » Always follow the manufacturers advice

 » You must let us know if you have undertaken, or plan to 
 to undertake, any alterations to your home as this may

Be prepared

 » Keep all exits clear of obstructions including rubbish,  
 both in communal corridors and in your home 

 » Don’t keep things in your home that burn easily. 
 This includes bottled gas, paraffin heaters or liquid fuel

 » Keep door and window keys accessible

 » Never wedge communal doors open

 » Get to know your neighbours. Are they young, elderly 
 or vulnerable? 

PROTECT YOUR 
HOME

Evacuation point:

affect the safety of you and your neighbours



 enquiries@salixhomes.org

 www.salixhomes.org

 Salixhomes

  Salixhomes

 Call us on 0800 218 2000



 
 

 

2. Annex B – Door knock letter drop template 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

1 
 

Address {……………………………………………………………………………………………………...} 
 
Tenants Name(s) ;                                                                                            Contact Number 
 
1st {………………………………………………………………………………….}/{……………………….} 
 
2nd {………………………………………………………………………………….}/{……………………….} 
 
Preferred Language …………………………………………………………………………………..……. 
 
Email address: 
1st {……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..} 
2nd {……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..} 
 
Do you:  
 
Rent from Salix Homes      Privately owned/Leaseholder       Rented from an organisation/person      

 
1. In the event of an emergency?  

  

a. Can all residents evacuate their flat unaided?   Yes ☐ / No ☐     

 

b. Can all residents get down the stairs unaided?   Yes ☐ / No ☐  

 

c. Can all residents hear the alarm if it is activated?   Yes ☐ / No ☐ 

 
d. Do all residents understand what to do if the alarm sounds (see emergency 

procedure document attached)?                                              Yes ☐ / No ☐ 

 

2. Is the smoke detector in place (hallway)?     Yes ☐ / No ☐ 

 

3. Have you recently checked their smoke detector is working?          Yes ☐ / No ☐   

 

4. Is the door closer on the front door working?    Yes ☐ / No ☐    

 
5. Do you or any of the residents have any other fire safety concerns? 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

6. Would you like a visit from the Fire Service as part of a safe and well visit? Yes ☐ / No ☐    

 

I confirm that I understand the procedures for evacuation for my building   Yes ☐ / No ☐  

   
 
Signed……………………………………….                                                    Date …………………. 



 
 

 

3. Annex C – David Allen fire safety notice boards 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Your block operates a policy of “stay put”. 
This involves the following action.

If you discover a fire in your flat or in a 
common area

•    Alert all occupants of the flat
•    Do not use the lift if there is one
•    Leave the building by the nearest exit
•    Call 999 and ask for the Fire Brigade
•   Other occupants
•    Other occupants not directly affected 

by the fire should stay in their flat 
unless directed to leave by the Fire 
Brigade

•    Do not return to the building until 
instructed to do so by the Fire Brigade

David Allan
It’s my job to look after fire safety matters in the block 
where you live.

I will be visiting regularly but you can contact me 
anytime if you have any worries about fire safety. 

If you would like to discuss your own fire safety circumstances please get in 
touch using the contact details below.

Call me on 07786 110722 or email me at 
dave.allan@greatplaces.org.uk or alternatively visit 
the Great Places Website at 
www.greatplaces.org.uk/help-and-advice/safety-and-security



I will be visiting regularly but you can contact me 
anytime if you have any worries about fire safety. 

If you would like to discuss your own fire safety circumstances please get in 
touch using the contact details below.

Call me on 07786 110722 or email me at 
dave.allan@greatplaces.org.uk or alternatively visit 
the Great Places Website at 
www.greatplaces.org.uk/help-and-advice/safety-and-security

Your block operates an evacuation 
policy. This involves the following action.

•    If you discover a fire sound the alarm
•    Call 999 and ask for the Fire Brigade
•   Leave the building by the nearest exit
•   Do not use the lift if there is one
•    On hearing the alarm leave the 

building by the nearest exit
•    Do not return to the building until 

instructed to do so by the Fire Brigade

David Allan
It’s my job to look after fire safety matters in the block 
where you live.
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